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In light of these issues, a colleague and
I undertook to research the Manitoban
experience of three small-scale food
production and marketing models
designed for regional food systems:
Community Shared Agriculture (CSA),
The Winnipeg Humane Society
Certified Labelling Program for meat
products, and Farmers Markets.

The results of this research, conducted
from June 2003 to January 2004, were not
encouraging. Food security issues
notwithstanding, these models have but a
marginal economic impact on the lives of
both producers and consumers. On the

Across North America, consumer
preferences for “natural”, sometimes
organic, niche, and speciality food,
and to a lesser degree, an expressed
desire to support local producers, are
resulting in the proliferation of
alternative food production practices,
direct marketing models, and local
food labelling. Rising gas prices,
changing weather patterns, and the
recent mad-cow and avian flu crises
have served to highlight the
vulnerability of the current export-
based industrial food system. A
community food security movement
is emerging that promotes
decentralization, community action,
local decision making, and a focus on
regional and small-scale agricultural
production.”*

* Patricia Allen, “Reweaving the food security

safety net: Mediating entitlement and

entrepreneurship,”

16 (1999): 117-129.

(right) Shoppers in St. Norbert Farmers Market,

Winnipeg. Photo: Kreesta Doucette.
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Alternative Production & MarketingFood
Small-scale local food production faces big barriers in Manitoba By Kreesta Doucette

plus side, the results also give some
direction as to what we must do to make
these three models practical alternatives in
Manitoba’s rural communities and urban
neighbourhoods.

Community Shared Agriculture first
emerged in Europe and Asia in the 1960s.
In the mid-1980s North American
Community Supported Agriculture farms
emerged in the U.S.A., and now number
over 1,000. In a partnership with their

Community Shared
Agriculture

are always encouraged to become involved
in farm chores and sometimes planning
and management of the farm.

For this study, we interviewed 14
farmers on nine Manitoba CSAs, and
surveyed members of two CSA farms.
Results from a pre-existing phone survey
provided data on a third CSA.

In Canada, CSA emerged on the
Prairies after a group of Manitoba farmers
met to create“an agri-food system that
directly links the farmer with the
consumer in an environmentally just way.”
By 1995 there were approximately 12
CSAs operating in southern Manitoba.
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farmer, members of a CSA purchase a
$200-$500 share in the farm’s harvest
prior to the growing season. In return
members receive a portion of the farm’s
seasonal (and often organic) produce for
12-20 weeks.

In theory this guarantees farmers a
market and allows the risks and benefits
of farming to be shared between the
farmer and the consumers. In a good year
consumers obtain an abundance of
vegetables while poor years provide an
educational opportunity to learn about
the relationship between the environment
and their food. CSA arrangements vary
from farm to farm, however shareholders

In 1997 seven were reported in Manitoba.
As of 2003, three farms were fully
operating as CSAs with a fourth farm
phasing CSA out of the family farming
operation. (Only two farms, The Wiens
Shared Farm and Earthshare, offered
shares in Manitoba in 2005.)

Together, the CSAs remaining in 2003
offered 363 shares ranging in price from
$260-$325/full share. They provided fresh
produce to 1044 people about 13 weeks a
year. The farms offered seasonal employ-
ment to 11.5 individuals. In addition to
the shareholder option Manitoba CSA
farms sell their produce at Farmers
Markets, restaurants, and grocery stores.

The labour intensive nature of Community Shared Agriculture &
Farmers Markets evidently is a significant barrier. They require
producers to do the tasks conventionally assumed by distributors &
processors. Nationally, Manitoba’s historic promotion of production
for export has resulted in an immature direct marketing sector
& an underdeveloped local food segment.
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Many of the CSA farmers we inter-
viewed indicated that while making a
living was essential, their primary
motivation for starting a CSA was
ideological.“We Shared Farm to build a
form of agriculture that accounts for
social, economic, and environmental
justice,” reported Dan Weins.“We’re
idealists, but we make money as well. We
love gardening and want to nudge
agriculture back to a more human form
doing what we love.” The Wiens farm also
works with the West Broadway Good
Food Club, a food security group that
participates in the farm and shares in the
produce, working to bring quality,
affordable food to the inner city.

The second remaining Manitoba CSA,
Earthshare, is an agricultural co-op that
hires and trains new Canadians with an
agricultural background, allowing them to
gain Canadian work experience.
Earthshare recently moved to Winnipeg’s
Fort Whyte Centre where the two
organizations are developing an agricul-
tural education centre and on-site farm
store.

There are obviously core challenges
with the CSA model. Several producers
indicated that the financial returns of the
model were too low in relation to required
labour. One farmer explained that only
counting the spring greenhouse hours she
was making 65 an hour, let alone hours
from July to September.“You don’t do it
strictly for the money but you have to
make something to survive,” she stated.
“When you went over the books [you
could see that my husband’s] wages off
farm were subsidizing us feeding those
families in the city.” The majority of CSA
member respondents indicated that they
did not visit or work on the farm.

While returns from CSA remain low,
market gardening requires relatively few
inputs and little mechanization. Most of
the profits represent actual earnings with
income going directly to farm labour.
Increased CSA scale and additional
marketing through Farmers Markets,
grocery stores, and restaurants did permit
higher rates of return and the hiring of
additional labour. However, in order for
CSA farmers to make a seasonal“fair
wage” solely from a small-scale CSA they

¢

would have to charge a much higher share
price, raising concerns that their food
would only be affordable to the middle
class. To establish sustainable pricing
while keeping their produce accessible
The Wiens Family Shared Farm has
developed a split pricing structure under
which people with low-incomes pay a
lower share price. Other CSAs also
implement work-shares for discounts.

In addition to low income and high
labour inputs, transportation and
proximity to consumers pose a barrier to
the CSA model in such a large and lightly
populated region as Manitoba. We also
found some CSA consumers still expect
the immaculate produce, greater variety,
and longer availability of produce that
conventional grocery chains offer, without
contributing labour to the farm. In short,
some consumers lack an  understanding of
the basis of the CSA model.

It’s noteworthy that the experience of
shared farming in Manitoba contrasts
sharply with that in other provinces. In

Québec, for example, the CSA movement
has expanded from seven farms feeding an
estimated 250 households to over 69
farms. A 2002 survey identified 32 CSAs
in Michigan and described a“three-fold
increase in four years.”

The Humane Society Certified (HSC)
Labelling Program, established in the
spring of 2002, provides certification and
labelling for meat produced in accordance
with standards developed by that animal
welfare organization. This program was
the first of its kind in Canada. To explore
it, we interviewed a local certifier, seven
retailers, five restaurants, a meat broker,
and program administration.

The Criminal Code of Canada, the
federal Health of Animals Act, and
federal and provincial Meat Inspection
Acts all address animal welfare. In
addition the Recommended Codes of

Certified Labelling
Program
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Practice for the Care and Handling of
Farm Animals (RCP) provide useful
guidelines (not enforced standards) for
livestock production and transport.
Currently legislation is not called into
play unless a breach of animal welfare is
reported or observed.

Meat certified by the Winnipeg
Humane Society (WHS) has been
produced at farms inspected by an
independent trained certifier. Certifying
costs $150-$175 per year and farmers
receive a 10% price premium for certified
meat. The WHS standards include
mandatory inspection; no animal by-
products, hormones, or unnecessary
antibiotics in feed (i.e., antibiotics can be
used when the animal is sick but not fed
to promote growth); no caging of animals
for prolonged periods of time; mandatory
space allowances larger than those of the
RCP; and natural flooring and light.

The term“humane” appears to have
been a serious marketing liability for the
brand. Both conventional and organic
producers reported that they were
affronted by the“humane” standard and
rejected the implication that their
animals were reared inhumanely. Large
corporate meat producers appear to have
felt especially threatened by the HSC
program. Three sources reported that
that if they were to carry the HSC meat
in their establishments they might not
continue to receive supplies of other
meats from commercial packers. Grocery
stores, meat stores, and restaurants stated
that consumers appeared more interested
in purchasing a“natural” or organic meat
than they are in meat that is labelled
“humane.”

Moreover, the federal government will
not allow the HSC label to slaughter in
federal slaughterhouses. They stated that
humane labels create the impression that
other producers are using inhumane
techniques. Lack of access to a federal
plant prevents the sale of HSC meat
outside of Manitoba.

As a result, the HSC program did not
prove economically viable. Humane
labelling programs in other parts of the
world (Freedom Farm in Great Britain,
Free Farmed in the U.S.A.) are growing
in consumer acceptance, however.

Farmers Markets

Strategic Support for
Agricultural Alternatives

Our research into Manitoba Farmers
Markets involved conversations with
former provincial Farmers Market staff,
21 current Farmers Market co-ordinators,
119 returned vendor surveys (a return
rate of 43%), and 127 in-person consumer
surveys.

Manitoba has 21 listed Farmers
Markets and a reported 268 vendors. A
conservative estimate indicates over
10,000 consumers per week visit these
markets. The majority of vendors (77%)
reported earning less that $299 per week
from markets, with 38% earning less than
$149 per week, however some larger
vendors near urban centres report sales of
over $1,000 per week. Based on these
figures a conservative calculation indicates
that the 21 Farmers Markets in Manitoba
generate approximately $600,000 in gross
sales for the vendors. While this is not a
large amount in strictly in terms of
dollars, it is important to note that in
addition to the community benefits,
Farmers Markets create local jobs and
have a multiplier effect in the community.

Overall consumer demand for Farmers
Market products in Manitoba and
elsewhere appears to be increasing. Five
new urban draw markets started in the
years 2003-05. However Farmers
Markets, particularly in rural areas, are in
need of strategic supports. The labour
intensive nature of the model, labour
availability and cost, aging populations,
economies of scale, length of the growing
season, lack of marketing channels, and
the cost of transportation are all contrib-
uting to low financial returns.

Results from this research reveal that the
impacts of Community Shared
Agriculture, certified labelling, and
Farmers Markets remain economically
marginal in Manitoba. Of the three,
Farmers Markets appear to provide the
broadest appeal as an alternative to
imported large-scale agriculture. The
Winnipeg Humane Society Certification
program is no longer functioning. The
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CSA model, while currently representing
a niche marketing option for two farms,
did not experience province-wide
replication.

The labour intensive nature of the
CSA and Farmers Markets evidently is a
significant barrier to these models of
direct marketing. In addition to the tricky
business of growing food, they require
producers to develop, process, transport,
and market products – the tasks conven-
tionally assumed by distributors and
processors. Other barriers include
Manitoba’s comparatively restrictive
health regulations that prevent the sale of
products commonly sold in other
provinces. Nationally, Manitoba’s historic
promotion of production for export as
the main agricultural option has resulted
in a relatively immature direct marketing
sector and an underdeveloped local food
segment. (For example, Manitoba has yet
to fill the growing consumer market for
organics with local products.)

Direct marketing models must also
compete with industrially produced
products and the Canadian“cheap food”
mentality. According to a 2004
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
report, Canadian consumers spent less
than 10% of their personal disposable
income on food, one of the lowest levels
in the world. In Manitoba, a widely-
distributed and relatively small popula-
tion make it difficult to develop a
producer-consumer interconnection and
market scale and momentum.

Lack of consumer awareness of the
food system, food miles (the miles food
travels from“farm to fork”), and growing
preferences for inexpensive fast and
prepared foods (“home meal replace-
ments”) are additional barriers to direct
marketing and local food systems across
North America.

There are a variety of ways in which
government could help overcome these
barriers. On the demand side, govern-
ment funding could support consumer
education through a nonprofit organiza-
tion: buy local campaigns, food miles
programs, and promotion of eating locally
in season. Incentives or recognition for
consumers who purchase locally pro-
duced food may be beneficial. On the

supply side, a local marketing association
or network could provide vendor
education, recruitment and mentorship
programs (especially for younger
farmers), and internships. Such an
organization would also give the
producers a unified voice.

Small start-up grants or loans for pilot
testing as well as assistance with the
analysis of profit/cost/labour margins
would assist small-scale producers.
Increased Manitoba Agriculture
extension in processing techniques and
marketing assistance may also prove
useful.

Some would argue against govern-
ment involvement, indicating the models
should be able to operate without such
“subsidies.” Many other agriculture
sectors are currently subsidized, however.

The real issue is not subsidization, but
the type of food system in which public
monies are to be invested. Manitoba

would be wise to heed the growing
number of consumers willing to pay a
premium for sustainably produced, often
organic, local products. Disregarding local
food production models may cost the
province significant opportunities for
social, environmental, and community
economic development, the promotion
of rural-urban and agricultural
awareness – and food security.
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(above) weekly delivery of Community Shared

Agriculture produce. Photo: Kreesta Doucette.

The real issue is not subsidization, but the type of food system in
which public monies are to be invested. Disregarding local food
production models may cost the province significant opportunities for
social, environmental, & community economic development, the
promotion of rural-urban & agricultural awareness – & food security.




